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Manufacturing tough, innovative 
equipment that moves you forward.

QUALITY 
When it comes to quality, we never compromise. From production to service, we deliver equipment 
that’s built to last. That’s what Ledwell Made means.

GRIT
We work hard. We’re problem solvers. We meet customer challenges with innovative solutions. 
We get it done.

LEGACY
It took sweat, dedication, and a lot of hard work to build this company. 
This legacy guides us today.

FAMILY
Our people care. We do what’s right for our employees, our customers, and our community – 
because that’s what family does.



PRIMED & READY

You get what you need fast. With a vast stock of materials, we 
build what you need with the industry’s shortest lead times.

SWIFT SUPPORT

You get back to work quickly. We respond to questions and 
service needs with unrivaled urgency.

EXPRESS SHIPPING

You don’t have to wait for parts. We manufacture more than 
85% of our parts in-house and ship 99% within 24 hours of 
your request.

TOUGH BUILD

Your Ledwell products will last for decades with proper  
maintenance. We only fabricate products that stand the  
test of time in the field.

VISIONARY ENGINEERING

You get cutting-edge machinery that works for you. From 
basic trailers to advanced custom fabrications, we approach 
every project with innovative craftsmanship.

SOLID PARTNERSHIPS

Our strong industry partnerships work in your favor. When you 
need a hand, we mobilize our network to help you get priority 
service around the world.

We back every product we build with the 

LEDWELL MADE GUARANTEE



PARTS READY TO SHIP

You don’t have to wait for parts. We manufacture more than 85% of our 
parts in-house and ship 99% within 24 hours of your request.

888.533.9355   |   parts@ledwell.com
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Ledwell’s SMART System addresses Ledwell’s SMART System addresses 
the growing demands for safety, the growing demands for safety, 
performance, bio-security, and performance, bio-security, and 
automation. The system includes automation. The system includes 
an automatic three-step monitoring an automatic three-step monitoring 
process that takes a fraction of a process that takes a fraction of a 
nanosecond to adjust for maximum nanosecond to adjust for maximum 
offloading performance.offloading performance.

The best way to achieve maximum efficiency

Scan for
details

SMART SYSTEM
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The Ledwell Drop Deck Trailer features exceptional maneuverability and handling thanks to 
a drop in the frame that creates a lower center of gravity. This trailer pairs Ledwell’s classic 
delivery system with an added layer of stability designed to support the feed industry’s 
top-heavy loads. Its durability and reliability make the Drop Deck Trailer a favorite for 

companies looking for a driver-friendly low-maintenance delivery trailer.

Versatile for all of your hauling needs

Scan for
details

DROP DECK TRAILER
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With decades of innovation and field testing, the Ledwell Classic Trailer is unsurpassed in 
reliability and hauling capacity. Beating other bulk delivery systems’ pellet quality by 15-25%, 
our Drag Chain Trailer system is reliable and fast in delivery. Both drag chain and auger options 
are equipped with Ledwell’s signature Torque Converter System. This unique feature decreases 
maintenance needs and helps to reduce system overheating.

Unmatched in hauling capacity

Scan for
details

CLASSIC TRAILER
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The Ledwell Classic Bulk Haul Body takes all of the reliability and efficiency of our Classic 
Trailer and pairs it with a chassis custom-designed for the needs of today’s feed industry. 
Originally designed to haul feed, the Classic Truck Body has developed into a versatile 
product used in various industries. Our Drag Chain and Auger systems can efficiently 

unload a diverse selection of material.

Built to fit your business

Scan for
details

CLASSIC BODY
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HIGH VOLUME      STANDARD

Best way to deliver larger products

Ledwell’s Paddle Wagon is essential for delivering large quantities without disruption. 
While specifically designed to preserve the quality of range cubes through its paddle 
conveyor system, the Ledwell Paddle Wagon has the versatility to unload an array of 
products, including large cubes, blended feeds, pellets, and commodities.

Scan for
details

PADDLE WAGON 
TRAILER
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Complete solution for bulk delivery

With almost 50 years of road 
testing, our Paddle Wagon Truck 
Body offers a complete solution 
for delivering bulk material to 
various types of stock. 

Whether you’re transporting 
blended feed, pellet cube, or 
other material, the Paddle Wagon 
Body is the perfect choice—and 
it’s ideal for compact and remote 
locations.

Scan for
details

PADDLE WAGON BODY
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Fastest on the market with minimal maintenance

Recover material at a rate 
unmatched in the industry 
with the Ledwell Vacuum 
Reclaim System. The dual-
function cyclone maintains a 
constant vacuum and works 
with any delivery system 
to recover unused feed to 
reduce waste. 

The Vacuum Reclaimer 
operates with manual switch 
controls for each bin or an 
optional wireless remote. 
Available with a legal for 
trade scale.

Scan for
details

VACUUM RECLAIM 
SYSTEM
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Improves flow rates with minimal pressure loss

Delivering exceptional equipment is vital to us, and our Severe Duty Cooler takes 
our bulk haul equipment to the next level. When incorporated on a Ledwell truck 

or trailer, it improves cooling by more than 200%. 

Scan for
details

SEVERE DUTY COOLER

CONTROL BOX

New, simplified control box operates 
at a lower temperature and features 
circut breakers you can reset without 
additional parts.

DIFFUSER

We’ve updated the diffuser to a one-
piece model that handles more flow 
and features a more robust design.

BREATHER ASSEMBLY

Improved air filtering keeps more 
dirt out of the tank.

FILTER HOUSING 
ASSEMBLY

Features better sealing surface for 
less leaks and weepage.
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ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

Our Super Ranger is compatible with Air 
Operated Bottom Doors for a completely 
wireless system. Connect the base with 
your tractor and never lose a remote 
again.

FULL FUNCTION 
WIRELESS REMOTE

Operate your Ledwell Bulk Haul Trailer with any tractor when equipped with our 
Self-Contained Hydraulic System. 

Our on-farm sanitation system reduces 
risk of spreading disease by spraying all 
tires and wheels, with a disinfectant, on 
any truck and trailer combination.

AUGER & DRAG CHAIN

4 cylinder engine
30 GPM per leg tandem pump
Conventional 9x9x9 system

PADDLE WAGON

3 cylinder water cooled engine
15 GPM per leg tandem pump

BIO SECURITY KIT

Extras you won’t want to live without

Scan for
details

SELF-CONTAINED HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
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Ledwell offers custom tractor 
up-fits to go on any new or used 
tractor. Choose from various Tractor 
Wet Kits that provide outstanding 
performance in the Oil and Chemical, 
Bulk Haul, and Transportation 
Industries. High-quality pumps and 
hydraulic systems deliver a product 

you can rely on.

Scan for
details

TRACTOR RIG-UP

TOP DOORS:

ROLL OVER 
TARP

INDIVIDUAL 
MANUAL

SIDE SLIDE FRONT TO REAR 
SLIDE

BULK HAUL OPTIONS

Flat Rack Pinion
Vertical Rack Pinion
Air Operated - Each Compartment
Air Over Manual Vertical

BOTTOM DOORS:

Air Operate Hand Rail
Fines Catcher
Galvanize

OTHER OPTIONS:

LED Light Package
Sack Box
Smart System
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VISUAL INSPECTION
Walk around the ramp and check for:
r Cracked or broken welds
r Missing bolts, chain, or chain hooks
r Missing landing gear handles

All-Weather Ramp:
 r Broken or missing expanded metal

Wood Ramp:
 r Missing, broken, or split boards
 r Raised screws that might damage tires or equipment 

CHECK BACK OF RAMP
r Lift the approach plates up and down to ensure they are  
 working correctly.

r Inspect the approach plate hinge pin for damage. Ensure  
 that it’s not bent or broken.

r Check the bolts securing the hinge pin in place to make 
  sure they are tight.

CHAIN TIES
r Visually inspect the chain ties that attach the front of the  
 ramp  to the trailer for any damaged, broken, or twisted links  
 in the chain or chain hook.

r Check the bolts connecting the chain to the ramp to ensure  
 they are tight.

r Inspect the cotter pin that holds the chain hook pin in place.  
 Make sure it isn’t broken, twisted, straightened, or missing.

INSPECT LANDING GEAR  
FOR DAMAGE
20,000 lb. Landing Gear:

r Check the bolt attaching the handle to the landing gear. 
 It should be snug while still allowing the handle to pivot  
 properly.

r Make sure the bolts connecting the landing gear to the  
 cross shaft are tight and that the cross shaft is not bent  
 or broken.

r Using the landing gear handle, raise and lower the landing  
 gear to ensure the two are moving up and down properly  
 and at the same time.

62,500 lb. Landing Gear

r Check the bolt attaching the handle to the landing gear.  
 It should be snug while still allowing the handle to pivot  
 properly.

r Make sure the bolts connecting the landing gear to the  
 cross shaft are tight and that the cross shaft is not bent or  
 broken.

r Check to make sure the bolts connecting the landing gear  
 to the ramp are tight.

r Make sure the bolts connecting the landing braces to the  
 landing gear and ramp are tight.

LEDWELL
LOADING  RAMPS
LEDWELL
LOADING  RAMPS

W E E K L Y  I N S P E C T I O N  C H E C K L I S T
CUSTOM MANUFACTURING S INCE  1946


